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Abstract:

The Internet ecosystem consists of various interconnected infrastructures, protocols, and services that depend on each other for seamless operation. Despite rigorous security analyses of individual components, security challenges can arise from the interaction between components, highlighting the need for a holistic approach to Internet security. In this talk, I will explore security threats affecting major Internet components and the innovative defenses developed to mitigate these challenges. Specifically, I'll first demonstrate how cross-boundary attacks targeting encrypted network traffic (i.e., traffic analysis) can compromise the security and privacy of applications at higher layers and introduce a novel defense mechanism. Next, I'll concentrate on serverless computing and present a new system designed to enhance the security of serverless applications. Lastly, I will discuss cross-layer routing attacks against public key infrastructure, highlighting a practical defense that has been successfully deployed at Let's Encrypt since 2020 and is progressing toward becoming an Internet standard.
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